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Let C be a q-ary covering code with covering radius one. We give lower and 
upper bounds for the number of elements of C that lie in a fixed subspace of 
{0 ..... q -  1 }". These inequalities lead to lower bounds for the cardinality of C that 
improve on the sphere covering bound. More precisely, we show that, if 
(q -1 )  n + 1 does not divide q, and if (q, n)¢ {(2, 2), (2,4)}, the sphere covering 
bound is never eached. This enables us to characterize the cases where the sphere 
covering bound is attained, when q is a prime power. We also present some 
improvements of the already known lower bounds for binary and ternary codes. 
© 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let q be an integer greater than one and let A be an alphabet of 
cardinality q. One may think of A as the residue ring 7//qZ or, if q is a 
prime power, as the finite field Yq; the elements of A will be denoted by 
0 ..... q -1 .  The Hamming distance between two elements x = (xl ..... x,)  
and y = (Yl,-.-, Y,) in A n is defined by 
d(x, y )= [(i6 {1,...,n} :x ,#y,}[ .  
Let Cgq(n) denote the set of the subsets of A n with covering radius one, 
i.e., 
Cgq(n) = {CcA"  :VxeA n, 3ye C with d(x, y)~< 1}, 
and let us define 
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Then the sphere covering bound 1-2] reads 
[ q° ] kq(n) >i .(q_ 1)n + 1 ' (1) 
where l-t-] denotes the least integer greater than or equal to t. It is known 
1-7] that, if q is a prime power and (q -1 )n+ 1 divides qn, the equality 
holds in (1). In many other cases, better lower bounds have been obtained 
(see, e.g., I-1, 3, 5, 6, 8-11]). 
In this paper we are concerned in improving (1) by using systems of 
linear inequalities. In Section 2 we give some general inequalities and derive 
a necessary condition for the existence of an element in C~q(n) with a 
fixed cardinality. Listing the applications of this criterion shows that it 
improves (1) in most of the cases. More precisely, we show in Section 3 
that, if (q -  1)n+ 1 does not divide qn and if (q, n)¢ {(2, 2), (2, 4)}, the 
equality does not hold in (1). This enables us to enumerate the cases where 
the equality holds in (1), when q is a prime power. In Section 4 we prove 
that k2(9)~>55. The case q=3 is known as the "football pool problem" 
and we present improvements on the previous best lower bounds for 
n= 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 in Section 5. At last we update some record tables, and 
give some general remarks. 
2. BASIC INEQUALITIES 
Let n be some positive integer and let I be a k-subset of { 1 .... n }. If I = 
{il .... , ik} with il < "'" < ik, one defines for any a = (a 1 ..... ak) ~ (A w {.})k 
the subspaces Vz(a) by 
Vz(a)= {x~A n : x~=aj fo r  1 <<.j<<,k}, 
with the convention that xj = • means xj e A, i.e., that there is no condition 
on the j th coordinate. For the sake of simplicity, the subscript I will be 
omitted in the case I=  {1 ..... k}, and the numbers ICn V(a)l will be 
denoted by N(a). 
For any fixed C in C~q (n), we also define, for 0 ~< k <~ n, 
dk=dk(C)= min IC~ Vl(a)l, 
I/I = ,k 
a~A x 
Dk=Dk(C)  = max IC~ Vz(a)l, 
III= k 
so that do=Do = I CI. Let us give some inequalities atisfied by these 
numbers. 
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THEOREM 1. Let C be in Cdq(n). Then we have: 
on -- k k l'l 
,4 "~ "1 - -  ~"  k - -  ! 
"k ~" (-~- ]--~ + l - -  qk 
Dk <~Dk_i _(qi  1)dk 
for O<~k<~(1-1/q)n, (2) 
for O<~i<~k<~n. (3) 
Proof Let k be a positive integer less than or equal to (1 -  1/q)n. 
Without loss of generality (permutation and translation of the coordinates 
are isometric mappings), we may assume that dk= ICn V(0)I = N(0). Let 
us put ej= (0, ..., 0, *, 0, ..., 0), where the symbol • lies in thej th coordinate 
of the k-uple, for j~  {1, ..., k}. Let us study how V(0) is covered by the 
elements of C. 
Each element in C~ V(0) will cover 1 + (q - l ) (n -k )  elements of V(0), 
for only one of the last n -  k coordinates can be modified. Moreover each 
element in Cn(V(ej)\V(O)) will cover exactly one point in V(0), for 
1 <<.j<<.k. Since no other point of C can cover a point of V(0), we get the 
inequality 
k 
q, -k= I V(0)[ ~< IC~ V(0)I (1 + (q -  1 ) (n -k ) )+ ~ ICn (V(ej) - V(0))I. 
j= l  
(4) 
For j~  {1 .... , k} we have, by the definition of Dk_l, 
ICc~ (V(ej)\V(O))I = [C~ V(ej)l- [Cc~ V(0)I <Dk_ l -  N(0). 
Using this last inequality in (4) we get 
q.-k <~ N(O)(1 + (q -- 1 )(n - k) - k) + kDk_~, 
and (2) is proved. 
Let k be an integer less than or equal to n. Without loss of generality we 
may again assume that Dk= [Cc~ V(0)] =N(0). Let us define B to be the 
set of the elements in A k whose last i coordinates are zero. Then we have 
Dk-~>/N(*" '*O'"O)=N(O)+ ~ N(bO'"O)>/N(O)+(q~-l)d~, 
b~B\(o} 
and (3) is proved. | 
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In the binary case, the inequality (2) can be refined. 
THEOREM 2. Let C be in cg2(n ). Then we have 
2 n-k - Lk/2_J Dk_2 -- (k - 2 Lk/2_J) Dk_l n 
dk >> - for O<~k~,  
n+ 1 -2k  
where Lt/denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to t. 
Proof We shall use the notations of the preceeding proof. Then we 
have 
ICn (V(ej)XV(O))l + ICn (V(ej+l)~V(O))l 
= N(O...  0 , ,0 . . -  O) - N(O) - N(O..- 0110...  O) ~< Dk_2 -- 2dk. 
Distinguishing the cases k even and k odd, we obtain the desired result. | 
The inequality in Theorem 2 is better than the inequality (2) when q = 2, 
for we know that Dk- 2 <~ 2Dk_ 1. These two theorems enable us to produce 
a condition on the cardinality of ICI. 
THEOREM 3. Let 2 be some positive integer and C be in ~¢q(n). Let us 
define two finite sequences (Uk) and (Vk), for 0 <<, k ~ (1 - 1/q)n by the initial 
value Uo = Vo = 2 and the induction 
(F q" -k - -kvk - '  1 ] 
=/ / (o  ----~--~, +-q--S--- q£ / '  ~"  ~ " ' " "  /f q~> 3, 
uk } i-2._k_ Lk/2_] Vk-2-- (k-2 Lk/2j)/)k-I 
t. / ~--~]---~ /f q=2, 
vk = min (Vk-i-- (qi_ 1) Uk). 
l <~i~k 
Then if there exists some k in {1 ..... L(1-1/q)n_J} for which Uk>Vk, we 
have [C[ > 2. 
Proof Let us suppose there exists some C in Cgq(n) with IC[ ~<2. By 
adding some points we may assume that ICI = 2. By Theorems 1 and 2 it 
easily follows by induction that 
Uk ~ dk ~ Dk ~ Vk, 
where (Uk) and (Vk) are the two sequences defined in the theorem. This 
contradicts the hypothesis Uk > Vk and therefore 
VCe%(n), ICl >,~. I 
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n q=2 q=3 q=4 q=5 
2 2(2) 3(2) 4(3) 5(3) 
3 2(2) 5(4) 8(7) 11(10) 
4 4(4) 9(9) 21(20) 41(37) 
5 6(6) 25(23) 64(64) 151(149) 
6 10(10) 58(57) 219(216) 625(625) 
7 16(16) 148(146) 748(745) 2702(2694) 
8 30(29) 388(386) 2625(2622) 11845(11838) 
9 53(52) 1039(1036) 9365(9363) 52796(52788) 
I0 95(94) 2817(2812) 33832(33826) 238193(238186) 
The lower bounds obtained from Theorem 3 for 2 ~< q ~< 5 and 2 ~< n ~< 10 
are listed in Table I. The sphere covering bounds are given in brackets. 
Updated versions of the best bounds tables will be presented in Section 6. 
Another useful identity is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let C be in Cgq(n). Then we have 
dkqi +[k (qn-k--dk((q--1)n+ l))]<.Dk_i, 
for O<.i<.k <.n. 
Proof As before, let us assume that dk= [Cn V(0)[. We have 
qn 
~lCl: ~ N(a)>~qkdk 
(q -  1)n+ 1 ,,~A~ 
and therefore A = qn-k_ dk((q--1)n + 1) is a nonnegative integer. More 
precisely, let us put ej = (0, ..., 0, ,, 0, ..., 0) as before, and 6j = N(ej) - qdk. 
From (4) we get 
k 
qk<~dk(l+(q--1)n)+ ~ 3j, 
j= l  
and thus ~=16j>~A. Now, for 1 <~i<~k, we can find i integers 
1 ~<Jl < "'" <Ji ~< k such that 
~jl tit- "'" "q-(~ji~ k A (5) 
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Let us define a=(al , . . . ,ak)~(Au{*})k by aj=* i f j~{j l , . . . , j i} 
aj= 0 otherwise. Then by (5), 
i 
Dk_i~> ICn V(a)[ >i ~ ]Cn (V(ejt)\V(O))[ + (q i - i (q -  1)) dk 
l=1  
>~q'dk +Sjl + ... +6j>~q'dk +k A , 
and 
and the theorem follows. I 
Let us give another property 
dk = [_lCI q-k_j. 
that is of special interest when 
THEOREM 5. Let C be in Cgv(n ). For O<.k <<.n, we have 
( q - 1 ) kq k 
I CI f> qk(dk + 1) -  qn-k_ ( (q_  1)n + 1) dk + (q-- 1)k" 
Proof. Let a be in A k. We may rewrite (4) as 
(1 + (q -  1)(n-k))  N(a) + 
Therefore if N(a) = dk we have 
N(b)>/q n-k. 
d(a ,b )  = 1 
(q" -k - ( (q -1 )n+l )dk)N(a)+ ~. N(b) 
d(a ,b )  = 1 
>i (q . -k_  ((q_ 1)n + 1) dk) dk + q . -k_  (1 + (q-- 1)(n -- k)) dk 
= (qn- k _ ((q _ 1 ) n + 1 ) dk)(dk + 1) + (q - 1 ) kdk, 
while if N(a)/> dk + 1, we also have 
(qO-k - ( (q -1 )n+l )dk)N(a)+ ~ N(b) 
d(a ,b )  = 1 
>~ (q.- k _ ((q _ i )n + i ) dk)(dk + i ) + (q - 1 ) kdk 
and thus the last inequality is true for any a in A k. Summing over a now 
gives 
(q.-k__ ((q__ 1)n + 1) dk + (q -  1)k)ICI 
>~ qk( (q . -k_  ( (q_  1)n + 1) dk)(dk + 1) + (q-- 1) kdk). 
After simplification one gets the desired inequality. ] 
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3. GENERAL RESULTS 
From Table I, it appears that the sphere covering bound can often be 
improved. The purpose of this section is to investigate the cases where the 
inequality in (1) is strict. Let us put aq(n) = Lq"/((q- 1)n + 1)]. We define 
a sequence (~q)q~>2 by
i for q>~6, 
for qe {4, 5}, 
2q= for q= 3, 
19 for q=2. 
We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let us assume that q"/ ( (q-1)n+ l)=qmtr+e, with treN, 
meN*,  0< ]el <1, andn>~2q. Then 
(q -  1)n+ 1 ~> max((q + 1)m, 2q(m+ 1)). 
Proof Let us first assume that e e ]0, 1 [. Then 
qn-m g, 1 qn-m 1 
<~ 
(q -  1)n+ 1 =a+q m~a+ (q -  1)n+ l (q -  1)n+ 1 <ffWqm 
and thus (q -  1)n+ 1 >qm. If ~e ]--1, 0[ we prove this inequality in a 
similar way. 
Thus, for m ~> 3, we have 
(q -  1)n+ 1-  (q+ 1)m~>qm+ 1- (q+ 1)m~>q3+ 1-3(q+ 1) 
= (q+ 1)2 (q-2)~>0. 
Moreover, for m ~< 2, we have 
(q -  1)n+ 1-  (q+ 1)m~> (q-- 1)2q+ 1-2(q+ 1)~>5q-4--2(q+ 1) 
= 3(q -- 2) ~> 0. 
This proves the inequality (q -1 )n+ 1 ~> (q+ 1)m in every case. 
Similarly we have 
qm'-I- 1 -- 2q(m + l) ~> qZ + 1 --6q~>0 
qm+ 1 -- 2q(m + l)>/q3 + 1 --8q>~0 
qm._}_ 1 -- 2q(m + 1) ~>25+ 1 --24~>0 
for m~>2 and q~>6, 
for m~>3 andq~>3, 
for m~>5 and q=2, 
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(q -  1)n + 
for 
(q -1 )n+ 
for 
(q -  1)n+ 
for 
(q -1 )n+ 
for 
1-2q(m+ 1)~>5(q- 1)+ 1 -4q=q-4~>0 
m= 1 and q~>4, 
1-2q(m+ l )>~8(q-1)+ l -6q=2q-7>~O 
m=2 and qe {4, 5}, 
1 -2q(m+ 1)~>2x9+ 1-6x  3 = 1~>0 
m~<2and q=3, 
1-2q(rn + 1)>~ 19 + 1 -4x  5 =0 
m~<4and q=2. 
This system of inequalities, together with the property (q -  1)n + 1 > qm, 
implies that the inequality (q -  1)n + 1 ~> 2q(rn + 1) holds in every case, and 
the lemma is proved. I 
THEOREM 7. For an integer n >f •q such that (q - 1)n + 1 does not divide 
qn, we have kq(n) > ~q(n). 
Proof. Let us suppose that there is some C in Cgq(n) with ICI = Crq(n). 
Case 1. aq(n)=qa+r ,  with a~N and 2<<,r<~q-1. Then we have 
qn/((q - 1)n + 1) = qo- + r - ~ with 0 < e < 1. By (2) this implies that 
qn- l - (qa+r)  r (q- -1)n+ 1 
dl~> =a+-  x -  
(q - -1 )n+l - -q  q (q--1)(n--1) q 
1 (  (q -1 )n+ l i )  >a+-  2 -- ~>a 
q (q --- i)-~ 1 
for 
2 (q -  1)n+ 1 -1+ q ~<1+ ~<2. 
(q -  1)(n-  1) (q-- 1)(n-- 1) n -  1 
Thus dl i> a + 1 and qa + r = [CI >~ qdl >>- qa + q, which is impossible. 
Case 2. aq(n) = qm + 1, with q ~ a and m ~> 1. Then we 
qn/( (q_  1)n+ 1)=qma+r+e with 0<5< 1. 
Let us prove by induction that 
have 
do = Do = q'~ a + 1 
dk = qm- k a and Dk = q~--kcr + l for l <~ k <~ m. 
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The case k = 0 is obvious. By (2) we have, for 1 ~< k ~< m, 
qn - k __ Dk_ 1 
d~>~ 
(q -  1)n+ 1 -qk  
=q" ka + (q -1 )n+l  e k 
(q -  1)n+ 1 -qkX- f i  - (q -  1)n+ 1-qk  
k > q. kff__ 
(q-- 1)n+ 1 -qk  
qm - k cr k (q+l )m_qk>~qm-ka- -1  by Lemma 6. 
Thus dk~qm-ka.  Since dk<<.lCl/qk<qm-ka+l, we have dk=qm--ktr. By 
(3) this shows that qm--kt7 = d k ~ Dk <~ Dk-  1 -- (q-- 1) qm-ka = qm-k + 1. 
Moreover, dk = Dk would imply that qk divides [C], which is not the case. 
Thus Dk = qm-ka + 1. 
Using (2) again gives 
rim+l> 
q . . . .  l _ (m+l )Dm 
(q-- 1)n+ 1 -q(m+ 1) 
( (q - -1 )n+l )a /q - - (m+l ) (a+l )  a m+l  
> 
(q - -1 )n+l - -q (m+l )  q (q - -1 )n+l -q (m+l )  
a m+l  o---1 
~> - by Lemma 6. 
q 2q(m+l ) -q (m+l )  q 
Since q does not divide o-, the inequality din+ 1 > (o - - -1 ) /q  implies that 
dm+ 1 >1 (a + 1 )/q, and thus dm >~ qdm + 1 >>- a + 1, which is impossible. 
Case 3. tTq(n)=qmtT, with q ~ a and m ~ l. Then we have 
q'/((q - 1)n + 1) = qma + r - e with 0 < e < 1. By Lemma 6, this implies that 
(q - 1)n + 1 f> 2q(m + 1) ~> q(m + 1)/(1 - -  q-m). Thus we get 
(q - -1 )n+l~max(  max qk q(m+~_q(m+l )  
\l<<.k<~m I __q--k' -~q--"~ ] 1 __q--re' (6) 
since, for 1 ~< k ~< m, we have 
qk (q (m+ 1)~ -1 k 1 -q  -m m 
l _q -k \ l _q -~/  m+~lX l _q -k  <~-m--~ <1" 
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Now let us prove by induction that dk = Dk = qm--kt7 ' for 0 <~ k ~< m. The 
case k = 0 is obvious. By (2) we have, for 1 ~< k ~< m, 
qm-k-kDk_ l  =qm_ka - (q-- 1 )n+l  e__ 
dk~> (q-- 1)n+ 1 -qk  (q-  1)n+ 1-qkXq k 
>qm_krr_ (q - -1)n+ 1 
(q_ l )n+l_qkq-k>lqm-~a--1 by (6). 
Thus d k/> qm-ka and by (3), this implies that Dk <~ qma- (qk_ 1) qm-ka = 
qm-ha. Therefore we have dk = D~ = qm-km 
Using (2) again gives 
q . . . .  1- (m+l)Dm a (q -1 )n+l  s 
dm+l~ (q - -1 )n+l - -q (m+l ) -q  (q -1 )n+l - -q (m+l )q  m+l 
a (q-- 1)n+ 1 a -1  > 
q (q 1)n+~--q(rn+l) q-''-l>~ 
by (6). 
- q 
Since q does not divide a, this implies that dm+~ >~ (a+ 1)/q and therefore 
dm ~ qdm + 1 >t r + 1, which is impossible. 
Thus, none of the three cases can occur, so that there does not exist a 
C in ~q(n) with ICI = Oq(n) ,  and the theorem is proved. I 
THEOREM 8. For any positive integer n such that (q-1)n + 1 does not 
divide qn and (q, n)¢ {(2, 2), (2, 4)}, the inequality in (1) is strict. 
Proof By Theorem 7, we only have to investigate the cases n < ,~q. 
If n = 2, it is known 1-5] that k2(q)= q. Since 
q -  2-~_1 +1 - q2 -3q+l  2q-1  />0 for q~>3, 
we have k2(q)> Fq2/(2q - 1)7 = O-q(2) for q~> 3. 
If n = 3, it is known 1-4] that kq(n) = I(q 2 + 1)/2J. Since 
( 2 ) (  q3 )q32q29q+6>> " 
q2+l  1 - 2 (3q-2)  3-~_2+1 = 0 for q~>4, 
we have kq(3)>Fq3/(3q-2)q=Crq(3) for q>~4. The case q=3 follows 
from Table I and the case q = 2 is not relevant (3 + 1 divides 23). 
If n = 4, the proof follows that of Theorem 7. The first case works the 
same way for q>~2. In the second and third cases, the inequality 
4q-3  > qm implies m = 1 for q>~ 3. We again get d~ = a and D 1 = 0---}-1 
(resp. rr) in the second (resp. third) case, where aq(4)=qa+l  
( resp .  t rq (4) - - -qa) ,  with q not dividing a. 
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By (2) and the inequality q3  (4q-  3)~r > 0, we find in the second case 
that 
2 o - -2  
d2> - -~>- -  for q~>3. 
q 2q-  3 q 
This implies that o- - 1 ~< qd2 ~< d l= o-. Since q does not divide a, we have 
a=qd2+ 1, and ~rq(4)=q2d2+q+ 1. Thus qZd2+q<q4/(4q-3)<~q2d2+ 
q+ 1 gives 4-3q-~<q2-d2(4q-3)<~4+q- i -3q-2  and therefore q2_ 
d2 (4q - 3) = 4 for q ~> 3. By Theorem 5 we obtain 
2 (q -  1) q2 q2d2 + 2q2 
q+l '  
Oq(4) = ICI =q2d2+q+ 1 < q2(d2 + 1) -  
4+2(q-1)  
which is impossible for q ~> 3. 
The third case is easier. By (2) and the inequality q3- (4q-3)  
(a - 1 ) > 0, we find that 
a 4q-3  a - -1  
d2> ~> for q~>4. 
q q2(2q-3)  q 
Since q does not divide a, we thus have a = dl >~qd2 f> ~ + 1, which is 
impossible. This proves that kq (4) > O-q (4) for q ~> 4. 
If q = 5, the case n e { 5, 7 } follows from Table I and the case n = 6 is not 
relevant. 
If q = 4, the case n e {6, 7} follows from Table I and the case n = 5 is not 
relevant. 
If q = 3, the case n e { 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 } follows from Table I and the case n = 4 
is not relevant. 
If q=2,  the case ne{8,9 ,10}  follows from TableI  and the case 
n~ {3, 7, 15} w {2, 4} is not relevant. The case ne  {5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 18} follows from Table II, Part 1, in [4] (see also an updated 
version of this table at the end of this paper). This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 8. | 
We are now able to characterize completely the cases where the equality 
holds in (1), for q a prime power. 
THEOREM 9. If  q is a prime power, we have kq(n)= (rq(n) if and only if 
n~ {(qk_ 1 ) / (q -  1) :k~ N} or (q, n)e {(2, 2), (2, 4)}. 
Proof If kq(rt)=(rq(n), we know by Theorem8 that (q -1 )n+l  
divides qn or (q, n)e {(2, 2), (2, 4)}. Since q is a prime power, we deduce 
from the divisibility relation that n may be written as (qk  1 ) / (q -1 )  for 
some rational number k. In order for n to be an integer, we must have 
k e N and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
582a/67/2-7 
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If (q, n)e {(2, 2), (2, 4)), it follows from Table II, Part 1, in [4] that the 
equality holds in (1). If n = (qk _ 1 )/(q- 1 ) for some nonnegative integer k, 
it is a well-known result [7] that kq(n)=aq(n)=q n-k. II 
4. AN IMPROVEMENT IN THE BINARY CASE 
From Table II, Part 1, in [4], the values of k2(n) are known for 
1 ~< n ~< 8 and we have the estimate 54 ~< k2(9)~< 64. In this section, we will 
increase the lower bound by one. 
THEOREM 10. k2(9)~>55. 
Proof Let us assume that there exists some C in cg2(9 ) with IC[ = 54. 
From Theorems 1 and 2 we get 26 ~< dl ~< DI ~< 28, 13 ~< d2 < D2 ~< 15 and 
6 ~< d3 < D3 ~< 9. Since d 2 ~</54/4_] = 13 and d3 ~</54/8_] = 6, we already 
know that dz = 13 and d3 = 6. 
If D2=15, say N(00)=15. Since IC1=54 and d2~>13, we have 
N(IO)=N(O1)=N(ll)=13. This implies that {N(100),N(101))= 
{N(010), N(011)} = {N(ll0), N( l l l )}  = {6, 7}. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that N( l l l )=  6. Then, using the appropriate form of (4), 
we get 64 = 26 ~< 6 x 7 + 3 × 7 = 63, which is impossible. Thus we now know 
that D2 = 14. 
From the precise value for D2 we deduce the better estimate 7 ~< D3~< 8. 
From (4) we know that 64 ~< 7d3 + 3D3, which implies that D3 = 8. Using 
Theorems 1 and 2 again gives 2 ~< d4 < D4 ~< 6. 
If d4 = 2, say N(0000) = 2. By (4), this implies that 
32 ~< 2 × 6 + N(1000) + N(0100) + N(0010) + N(0001), 
from which we deduce that 
24 ~< N(**00) - N(1100) + N(00**) - N(0011 ) <~ 14 - 2 + 14 - 2 = 24. 
Therefore we have N( l l00) = N(0011) = 2 and N(**00) = N(00**) = 14. 
Thus N(1000) + N(0100) = 10 and by symmetry we get 
N(1100) -- N(1010) = N( 1001 ) = N(0110) = N(0101 ) = N(0011 ) = 2, 
N(1000) + N(0100) = N(0010) + N(0001 ) = 10. 
Iterating this process gives N(1111)=2 and N(1110)+N(1101)= 
N(1011)+N(0111)=10. By adding all these equalities we find ]Cl= 
8 × 2 + 4 x 10 = 56, which is impossible. Thus we find d4 ~> 3 and D4 ~< 5. 
Since d4~<[_54x2-4_J= 3 and D3=8,  we have d4=3 and O4~ {4, 5}. 
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Let us first assume that D 4 -----5, and N(0000)= 5, for instance. Since 
D 3 = 8, this implies that N(1000) = N(0100) = N(0001 ) = 3. Moreover, from 
the inequality N(**00)~<D2=14 we deduce that 3=d4~<N(l100)~< 
14-  3 -  3 -  5 = 3. Thus, by symmetry, we have N( l l00)  = N(1010) = 
N(1001 ) = N(0110) = N(0101 ) = N(0011 ) = 3. Similarly, from the inequality 
N(1110) = N(** 10) - N(0010) - N(0110) - N(1010)/> 13 -- 3 - 3 - 3 = 4, 
we deduce by symmetry that 
19 = 3 + 4 x 4 ~< N(1111) + N(1110) + N(1101) + N(1011) + N(0111) 
~< IC1-5 -  10x3 = 19, 
which in turn implies that N(lllO)=N(llO1)=N(IOll)=N(Olll)=4 
and N( l l l l )  = 3. 
Let x be in {0, 1}. Applying (4) to V(l l00x) gives 
13 = 16 - N(1100) ~< N( l l0 ,x )  + N(11,0x) + N(1,00x) + N(,  100x). 
Summing over x shows that the equality holds. One can prove similar 
equalities when 1100 is replaced by 1000 or any permutation of the coor- 
dinates of these two vectors. This implies that N(,000x) ~> 13 - 3d3 = 4 and, 
since N( ,000)= 8, that N( ,000x)=4.  Summing the equalities associated 
with V(llOOx), V(1010x), V(1001x) and V(1000x) then lead to the evalua- 
tion 2(N(1,0,x)  + N(10**x) + N(l**0x)) = 39, which is impossible. 
The case D4=4 is easier. Since D3=8 , we may assume that 
N(0000) =N(0001)= 4. By considering separately the cases N(x)= 3 and 
N(x) = 4, and using (4), one shows that, for any x s D :4, 
2N(x) + ~ N(y) ~> 20. 
d(x, y) = 1 
Moreover this inequality is an equality for at least twelve elements of ~:4 
and thus for at least two elements of D :4 for which N(x)= 4. A case-by-case 
analysis then leads to a contradiction and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. I 
5. IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE FOOTBALL POOL PROBLEM 
The purpose of this section is to improve on the lower bounds given in 
Table I for k3(n), where n ~ {6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. The best bounds given in [1] 
were 57, 147, 390, 1043, and 2814, respectively; in this section we shall find 
the bounds 60, 150, 393, 1044, and 2818, respectively. 
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Trmo~M 11. k3(6)~>60. 
Proof Let us assume there is some C in cg3(6 ) with If[ ~<59. Adding 
some points to C if necessary we may assume without loss of generality 
that [C1=59. By Theorem1, we have 19~<dl<D1~<21 and 6~<d2< 
D2~<9. Since ICI <60<63,  we have d l= 19 and d2=6. 
Since N(0) + N(1 ) + N(2) = N(*0) + N(,1 ) + N(,2) = 59, we may assume 
without loss of generality that N(0) = N(,0) = 19. Applying (4) to V(00), 
we get 81 ~< 7N(00) + N(0,) + N(,0), from which we deduce that N(00) = 7 
and N(IO)=N(20)=N(O1)=N(02)=6. Applying (4) again to V(01), 
V(02), V(10), V(20) gives the inequalities 
N( l l )  + N(21) >~ 14, N(12) + N(22) ~> 14, 
N(11) + N(12) ~> 14, N(21) + N(22) ~> 14. 
Up to interchanging the l's and the 2's in these two first coordinates, we 
have 
(N(l l),  N(12), N(21), N(22)) ~ {(8, 6, 6, 8), (7, 7, 7, 7)}. 
It is worth noting that D2<~8. Also N(/ j )=6 implies by (4) that 
27 <~ 4N(/jk) + N(/j) + 2D2, i.e., N(ijk) f> 2. Thus we have N(ijk) = 2 as soon 
as N(/j) = 6. 
Let us suppose that (N(ll), N(12), N(21), N(22)) = (8, 6, 6, 8). Applying 
(4) again to V(ijk) (with i~j) gives 
27 ~< 6N(/jk) + N(/j) + 2 + 2 + N(iik) + N(jjk), 
from which we deduce that N(iik) + N(jjk) ~> 5 for i < j. Adding these three 
inequalities leads to N(OOk) + N(l lk)  + N(22k)/> [-15/2-] = 8. Summing 
over k gives 23 = N(00) + N( l l )  + N(22) >/24, which is impossible. 
Thus we have N(ll)=N(12)=N(21)=N(22)=7 and (d2, D2)= (6, 7). 
By Theorem 1 this implies that (d3, D3) = (2, 3). We already know that 
N(01k) = N(02k) = N(10k) = N(20k) = 2, for any k e {0, 1, 2}. Without loss 
of generality we may assume that N(000)=3 and N(001)=N(002)=2. 
This implies that N(O,1)=N(O,2)=6=N(,O1)=N(,02), from which 
we deduce that N(1,O)=N(2,0)=6=N(,IO)=N(,20) and N(0,0)= 
N(1,1) = N(1,2) = N(2,1) = N(2,2) = 7 = N(,00) = N( , l l )  = N(,12) = 
N(,21)=N(,22).  We find the new values N(llO)=N(120)=N(210)= 
N(220) = 2. Thus we get the system of equations 
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N( l l l )  + N(121) = 
N(211) + N(221) = 
N( l l l )  + N(211) = 
N(121 ) + N(221) = 
N(112) + N(122) = 
N(212) + N(222) = 
N(112) + N(212) = 
N(122) + N(222) = 
N(1 ,1) -  N(101) = 5, 
N(2,1)  - N(201 ) = 5, 
N( , l l ) -  N (011)= 5, 
N( ,21) -  N(021) = 5, 
N(1,2)  - N(102) = 5, 
N(2,2)  - N(202) = 5, 
N( ,12)  - N(012) = 5, 
N( ,22)  - N(022) = 5. 
Up to interchanging 1 and 2 in some of the three coordinates, the solution 
to this system is given by N(111) = N(221) = N(122) = N(212) = 3 and 
N(121) = N(21 i) = N(112) = N(222) = 2. 
Since N(00) = 7, we may assume that N(00,0) = N(00**0) = N(00***0) = 3 
and N(00,1)  = N(00,2)  = N(00**I)  = N(00**2) = N(00*** 1) = N(00***2) 
= 2, up to a translation of the last three coordinates. Using the data in the 
last paragraph, we find that N( ,01)  = N( ,02)  = N(0,1)  = 6, which implies 
that 
N( ,01x)  = N( ,02x)  = N(0,1x)  = 2, Vx 6 Dz3 .
In order for V(001x) to be covered, we must have 
9 ~< N(001x) + N(*01x) + N(0*lx)  + N(OO*x) + N(001*) 
= 6 + N(001x) + N(OO*x), 
i.e., 3 ~< N(001x) + N(OO,x). Then, for x, y = 1, 2, we have N(OOyx) >~ 
3 - N(OO,x) = 1. Since N(OOy) = 2 this implies that N(0011) = N(0012) = 
N(0021) = N(0022) = 1 and N(0010) = N(0020) = 0. Now we have N(0000) 
=N(00 ,0)= 3. Since D 4 = 3 we get N(0001)=N(0002)=0.  Similarly, we 
have 
N(000,1) = U(000,2) = N(000** 1) = N(000**2) = 0, 
which implies that C~ V(000)~ {000000}. This contradicts the equality 
N(000) = 3 and the theorem is proved. | 
THEOREM 12. k 3 (7) ~> 150. 
Proof Let us assume there is some C be in ~3(7), with ICI = 149. By 
Theoreml ,  we have 49~<d~<D1~<51 and 16~<d2<D2~<19. Since 
dl<<.llCI/3j=49 and dl<<.[_lCl/9J=16, we indeed have d1=49 and 
d2 = 16. Up to translating the first coordinate, we may assume that N(0) = 49. 
Without loss of generality we may also suppose that N(00)= 17 and 
N(01) = N(02) = 16. Since 32 = 2d2 ~< N(10) + N(20) ~< N(0) - N(00) = 32, 
we also have N(10)=N(20)= 16. 
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In order for V(01) to be covered, we must have 
35 ~< 1117(01) + N(00) + N(02) + N( l l )  + N(21), 
i.e., N(11) + N(21) ~> 34. Similarly we have N(12) + N(22) >i 34. Adding 
these two inequalities gives 68 = I CI - 17 - 4 x 16 ~< 34 + 34 = 68, which 
implies that these inequalities are in fact equalities. In this way we get 
max(N(11), N(12), N(21), N(22)) ~< 34-  d: = 18 and therefore D2 ~< 18. 
This in turn implies that d3 ~> 5 by Theorem 1. Up to translating the third 
coordinate we may assume that N(100) = 6 and N(10x) = 5 for x = 1, 2. In 
order for V(10x) to be covered (x = 1, 2), we must have 
81 ~< 6N(10x) + N(,Ox) + N(1,x) + N(10,), 
i.e., 35 ~< N(,Ox) + N(1,x). Moreover we know that 32 = 2d2 ~< N(,00) + 
N(0,0). Adding these inequalities gives 102 -- 35 + 35 + 32 ~< N( ,0 , )  + 
N(0**) = 98, which provides the contradiction. I
THEOREM 13. k3(8)>~393. 
Proof. Let us assume there is some C be in cg3(8), with [C[ =392. By 
Theorem 1 we have 129 ~< dl < D1 <~ 134 and 42 ~< dE. Applying Theorem 4
with i=k= 2 shows that d2 442. Thus, using Theorem 1 again gives 
43~<d2<D2<~48 and 13~<d3. Since dz<~L[Cl\9J=43 we indeed have 
d2=43. 
Let us define S = {a ~ n :3 : N(a) = 13}. For a ~ S we have 
N(b) >1 38- 3 _ 11N(a) = 100. 
d(a ,b )  ~ 1 
Case 1. 3a~S:bES~d(a,b)<~l. Then we would have [C[~>13+ 
100 + 20 x 14 = 393, which is impossible. 
Case 2. 3 (a ,b )~S 2 with d(a ,b)=3.  Then we would have ]C[~> 
2 x 100 + 15 x 13 -- 395, which is impossible. 
Case 3. 3(a, b) ~ S 2 with d(a, b) = 1. For instance we may put a = 000 
and b = 100. In order for V(000) and V(100) to be covered, we must have 
N(0,0) + N(00,) ~> 35 - N(200) - N(100) - 9N(000) = 113 - N(200), 
N(1,0) + N(10,) ~> 35 - N(200) - N(000) - 9N(100) 113 -- N(200). 
This implies that one (at least) of the two numbers N(0 ,0 )+N(1 ,0)  
and N(00 , )+N(10 , )  is greater than or equal to 113-N(200)  say 
N(0,0) +N0*0)~> 113-  N(200). We deduce from this inequality that 
134 >~ D1 ~> N(**0)/> 113 -- N(200) + N(200) + N(210) + N(220) t> 139 
which is impossible. 
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Case 4. ~(a, b) e S 2, d(a, b) = 2. For instance we may put a = 100 and 
b = 010. Then we have the system of inequalities 
N(,00) + N(110) + N(120) + N(101) + N(102) i> 35 - 10N(100) = 113, 
N(,10) + N(000) + N(020) + N(011) + N(012) t> 35 - 10N(010) = 113, 
N(2,1) ~> 43 since d2 = 43, 
N(2,2)/> 43 since d2 = 43, 
N(001) + N(021) I> 27 
N(002) + N(022) 1> 27 
N(111) + N(121) ~> 27 
N(112) + N(122) ~> 27 
by using Case 3, 
by using Case 3, 
by using Case 3, 
by using Case 3. 
Adding all these inequalities gives I C I -N(220)  +N(000)+N(110)~>420, 
i.e., N(000) + N( l l0)  - N(220)/> 28. This implies that 
N(**0) = N(010) + N(100) + N(,20) + N(2,0) + N(000) + X(110) - N(220) 
>i 13 + 13 + 43 + 43 + 28 = 140, 
which is impossible. 
Since these four cases are impossible, the set S is empty and therefore 
d3 ~> 14. Moreover, d 4 ~< [_1CI/27_J = 14, and thus d3 = 14 and D3 ~< 20. 
Since ICI <3x131,  there exists some x in Dz3, say x=0,  such that 
N(**x) <<. 130. Since 130 < 3 x 44, there exists some y in D:3, say y = 0, such 
that N(,yO) = 43. Since 43 = 14 + 14 + 15, we may assume that, up to some 
permutation of the first coordinate, that N(200)=15 and N(100)= 
N(000) = 14. Since 130 < 2 x 44 + 43, there exists some y' in {0, 1 }, say 
y '=0,  such that N(y ' ,0 )=43.  This implies that N(010)+N(020)= 
N(0*0) -N(000)  = 29 and thus we have N(010)= 14 and N(020)= 15, up 
to some permutation of the second coordinate. Let us define a matrix A by 
(N(110) N(120)) 
A = \N(210) N(220)J" 
Using the inequality N(**0)~< 130 and the properties d2 = 43 and d3 = 14, 
one easily checks that 
At  15 14 ' 14 14 ' 14 15 ' 14 14 ' 15 14 ' 14 14 " 
Let (a, b) be in 1 z2 such that N(abO)= 14. For each type of A, we know 
N(*bO) and N(a,O). Then, in order for V(abO) to be covered, we must have 
N(ab,)>>.243-8N(abO)-N(,bO)-N(a,O), which is an explicit lower 
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bound. For instance, if A= (~4 ~45) and (a, b )= (1, 1), this gives N(l l , )~> 
45. If N(abO)>1 5, we still have N(ab,)>1 43. The combination of all these 
inequalities will provide a contradiction. 
1. A=(  1415 1415). Then lC l~>4×e5+5x43=395.  
2. A=(  1514)  
14 14 " Then lC l~>6×45+3x43=399.  
(1514)  
3. A= 14 15 " Then[C l~<3x45+2x44+4x43=395.  
(1515)  Then ICI ~> 3 x 45 + 2 x 44 +4 x 43 = 395. 4. A= 14 14"  
5. A=(  1515 1414). Then lC l~>3x45+2x44+4x43=395.  
(1614)  Then ICI ~> 2 x 45 +4 x 44 + 3 x 43 = 395. 6. A= 14 14"  
All these cases are impossible and the theorem is proved. | 
THEOREM 14. k3(9)~> 1044. 
Proof Let us suppose there exists some C in ~3(9) with ICI = 1043. By 
Theorem 1, we have 345 ~< dl ~< D1 ~< 353 and 114 ~< d2 ~< D2 ~< 125. Using 
Theorem 4 with i = k = 2 gives 115 ~< d2 ~< D2 ~< 123 and therefore d3 ~> 36. 
Since d2 ~< [_[C]/9_] = 115, we now know that d2 = 115. Applying Theorem 4 
with k = 3 and i = 2 shows that d3 ~ 36. 
Let us define S = {a ~ ~:3 :N(a) = 37 }. For a 6 S we have 
N(b)/> 39- 3 -- 13N(a) = 248. 
d(a,b) = 1 
Case 1: 3a~S:b~S~d(a,b)<~l. Then we would have IC1~>37+ 
248 + 20 × 38 = 1045, which is impossible. 
Case 2: 3 (a ,b)~S 2 with d(a,b)=3.  Then we would have I C[ ~> 
2 x 248 + 15 x 37 = 1051, which is impossible. 
Case 3: 3 (a ,b )~S 2 with d(a ,b )= l .  For instance we may put 
a=000 and b= 100. In order for V(000) and V(100) to be covered, we 
must have 
~N(0,0) + X(00,) >/36 - N(200) - N(100) - 11N(000) -- 285 - N(200), 
(N(1,0)  + m(10,)/> 36 - N(200) - N(000) - l lm(100) = 285 m(200). 
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This implies that one (at least) of the two numbers N(0 ,0)+ N(1,0) and 
N(00,) + N(10,) is greater than or equal to 285-  N(200), say N(0 ,0)+ 
N(1,0) f> 285 - N(200). We deduce from this inequality that 354/> D 1 ~> 
N(**0) ~> 285 - N(200) + N(200) + N(210) + N(220) ~> 359, which is 
impossible. 
Case 4: 3(a, b )eS  2, d(a, b )=2.  For instance we may put a = 100 
and b = 010. Then we have the system of inequalities 
U(*00) 
N(,10) 






Adding all these inequalities gives ]C] -  N(220)+ N(000)+ N(ll0)~> 1100, 
i.e., N(000) + N( l l0)  - N(220) ~> 57. This implies that 
+ N(110) + N(120) + N(101) + N(102)/> 36 - 12N(100) = 285, 
+ N(000) + N(020) + N(011) + N(012) ~> 36 - 12N(010) = 285, 
~> 1!5 since d2 = 115, 
~> 115 since d2 = 115, 
+ N(02!) ~> 75 by using Case 3, 
+ N(022) ~> 75 by using Case 3, 
+ N(121) ~> 75 by using Case 3, 
+ N(122) ~> 75 by using Case 3. 
N(**0) = N(010) + N(100) + N(,20) + N(2,0) + N(000) + N(110) - N(220) 
~>37+ 37+ 115 + 115 +57=361,  
which is impossible. 
Since there four cases are impossible, the set S is empty and therefore 
d3 ~> 38. Moreover, d3 ~< [_]CI/27J = 38, and thus d3 = 38 and D 3 ~<47. 
Since d2= 115 we may suppose that N(00)--115, and, without loss of 
generality, that N(000) = N(001) = 38 and N(002) = 39. In order for V(000) 
and V(100) to be covered we must have 
N(100) + N(200) + N(010) + N(020) 
>~ 36 -- 13N(000) - N(001 ) - N(002) = 158, 
N(101) + N(201) + N(011) + N(021 ) 
/> 36 - 13N(100) - N(000) - N(002) = 158. 
If N(112) = 38, we would have 
N(012) + N(212) + N(102) + N(122) + N(110) + N(111) 
/> 36 --  13N(112) = 235, 
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and therefore ICI/>2 x 158+235+39+ 12x 38 = 1046, which is impossible. 
Thus N(112) f> 39 and similarly N(212) ~> 39, N(122)/> 39 and N(222) >1 39. 
Adding these inequalities gives 
1043 = ICI/>2x 158 + 5 x 39+ 14x 38 = 1043. 
This implies that all the inequalities are in fact equalities, that is 
N(100) + N(200) + N(010) + N(020) = 158, 
N(101) + N(201) + N(011) + N(021) = 158, 
U(112) = N(212) = N(122)= N(222) = 39, 
U(102) = N(202) N(012)= N(022) . . . . .  38. 
In order for V(102) to be covered, we must have 
N(100) + N(101 )/> 36 - 13N(102)- N(002)-  N(202)-  N(112) - N(122) = 80. 
Similarly we get N(200) + N(201) 1> 80, N(010) + N(011)/> 80 and N(020) + 
N(021) ~> 80. Adding these last four inequalities gives 2 x 158 i> 4 x 80, 
which is impossible. | 
TI-mOgZM 15. k3(10)>~2818. 
Proof Let us assume there exists some C in cg3(10 ) with [C[ = 2817. By 
Theorem 1 we have 937 ~< dl ~< D1 ~< 943 and 312 ~< d2. Let us suppose that 
d2 = 312, say N(00) = 312. In order for V(00) to be covered, we must have 
N(10) + N(20) + N(01) + U(02) ~> 38 - lVN(00) = 1257. 
This implies that 
4 × 312 ~< N(11) + N(12) + N(21) + N(22) ~< 2817-- 1257 - 312 = 4 x 312, 
and therefore N(ll)=N(12)=N(22)=312. In order to V(l l )  to be 
covered we must have 
N(01) + N(10) >/38 - 17N(11) - N(12) - N(21) = 633. 
Similarly we get N(02) + N(10) ~> 633, N(01) + N(20) >I 633 and N(02) + 
N(20)/> 633. Adding these last four inequalities we get the new estimate 
N(01) + N(10) + N(20) + N(02)/> 1266, 
which implies that ICI ~>1266+5x312=2826.  This is impossible, so 
that d2~312. Since d2<~1C1/9=313, we now know that d2=D2=313.  
Applying Theorem1 again gives 104~<d3~<D3~<105 and 35~<d4~< 
[.[C[ J = 34, which is impossible. I 
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6. TABLES AND REMARKS 
In [4], Honkala presented a table for lower and upper bounds for k2(n ), 
for n~< 33. In Table II we give the lower bounds for k2(n). For q= 3, 4, 5, 
Chert and Honkola [-1 ] gave similar tables. The updated versions of these 
tables are listed in Tables III-V. From these tables it would appear that 
Theorem 3 covers the cases where the sphere bound has not been 
significantly improved. However, one can get better bounds by trying to 
describe the structure of the subspaces of a code, instead of just focusing on 
TABLE II 
n Lower bound for k2 (n) Reference 
1 1 * Sphere bound 
2 2* Sphere bound 
3 2* Sphere bound 
4 4* Sphere bound 
5 7* [3, Thin. 8] 
6 12" [9] 
7 16" Sphere bound 
8 32* [10, Thm.9 ]
9 55 Theorem 10 
10 103 [10, Thm. 9] 
11 176 [10, Thm. 10] 
12 342 [10, Thin. 9] 
13 598 [3, Thin. 1] 
14 1171 [10, Thm. 9] 
15 2048* Sphere bound 
16 4096* [10, Thm. 9] 
17 7377 [-10, Thm. 10] 
18 14564 [10, Thm. 9] 
19 26218 Theorem 3
20 52429 [ 10, Thm. 9] 
21 95330 Theorem 3
22 190651 [10, Thin. 9] 
23 352049 [10, Thm. 10] 
24 699051 [10, Thin. 9] 
25 1290562 Theorem 3
26 2581111 [10, Thin. 9] 
27 4793495 Theorem 3
28 9586981 [10, Thm. 9] 
29 17977788 [10, Thm. 10] 
30 35791395 [-10, Thin. 9] 
31 67108864* Sphere bound 
32 134217728* [10, Thm. 9] 
33 252645140 Theorem 3
Note. The symbol "*" indicates that the bound 
is attained. 
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TABLE III 
n Lower bound for k 3 (n) Reference 
1 1" Sphere bound 
2 3" Theorem 3
3 5" Theorem 3
4 9* Sphere bound 
5 27* [6] 
6 60 Theorem 11 
7 150 Theorem 12 
8 393 Theorem 13 
9 1044 Theorem 14 
10 2818 Theorem 15 
11 7736 [11, Thm. 14] 
12 21329 [11, Thm. 14] 
13 59049* Sphere bound 
14 165365 [11, Thm. 14] 
Note. The symbol "*" indicates that the bound 
is attained. 
their cardinalities. That is what we did in the proofs of Theorems 9-15, 
using several tricks to eliminate bad cases. One could probably get even 
better bounds by using a computer, and more precisely linear program- 
ming in integer points. Moreover, this method could theoretically lead to 
the exact value of the kq(n)'s and the structure of the minimal codes if one 
were able to describe successively the subcodes of codimension k, with 
k= 0, 1, ..., n. In our proofs, the lowest value of n -k  that occured is 2, 
when we got the contradiction in the proof of Theorem 11. 
TABLE IV 
n Lower bound for k4(n) Reference 
1 1" Sphere bound 
2 4* Theorem 3
3 8" Theorem 3
4 24* [8, Thin. 3] 
5 64* Sphere bound 
6 228 [ 1, Thm. 1 ] 
7 748 Theorem 3
8 2731 [1, Thm. 1] 
9 9365 Theorem 3
10 34953 [1, Thm. 1] 
Note. The symbol "*" indicates that the bound 
is attained. 
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TABLE V 
n Lower bound for ks (n) Reference 
1 1 * Sphere bound 
2 5" Theorem 3
3 13" [5, Thm. 1] 
4 45 [8] 
5 157 [8] 
6 625* Sphere bound 
7 2702 Theorem 3
8 11887 [1, Thin. 4] 
9 52796 Theorem 3
Note. The symbol "*" indicates that the bound 
is attained. 
One can also extend what we did with 1-covering codes to codes with 
higher covering radius. For instance, if q = R = 2, Theorem 2 becomes 
[2"-~-k(n -2k+ 2) Dk=l~- (k2) Dk_2] 
dk >>- 
I (k- 1) / 
The analogue of Theorem 3 improves Chen and Honkala's table [1]  only 
for n = 26 and n = 29 and the method seems less powerful than for codes 
with covering radius one. The description of the cases where the sphere 
bound is attained can probably be performed as in Section 3. However, 
since the divisibility condition occurs only finitely many times, it seems less 
interesting to me to give such a classification. 
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